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Healthy Children:
Lessons from Research on Child Development
“And remember the seed in the little paper cup:
First the roots go down and then the plant grows up.”
—From the song “Kindergarten Wall,” by John McCutcheon

WHEN

IT COMES TO HUMAN CHILDHOOD,

nature is in no hurry at all. At birth, human
infants are far more dependent on others’ care
than are the young of any other species. Even
our formidable brains are relatively immature at
birth, compared to other primates. And the
span of childhood is far longer for our species
than for any other animal, including other
primates.1
In fact, recent brain-imaging studies suggest
that even adolescents’ brains are relatively
immature. The biological changes that allow
emotions to be harmoniously integrated with
abstract thinking and sound judgment do not
generally occur until the early twenties.2
Human beings also do not reach physical
maturity, in terms of muscular strength and
motor coordination, until their twenties.3
The uniquely unhurried pace of human
development is a fact of vast significance to
educators because it seems so closely related to
the broad range of capacities — including an
unparalleled potential for lifelong intellectual,
social, emotional, and moral growth — that is
also uniquely human. Indeed, the length of
childhood allows the human brain and nervous

system to achieve their full size and remarkable
complexity. This long period of complex
growth, anthropologists Raymond Scupin and
Christopher DeCorse suggest, is “the source of
our extraordinary capacity to learn, our
imaginative social interactions, and our facility
— unique among all life forms — to use and
produce symbols, language, and culture.”4

The Beginnings of Life
Human life begins in the warm, safe, living
sphere of the womb. It is the perfect
environment for the child-to-be. Here she is
bathed in the gentle flow of amniotic waters,
calmed by the rhythmic beat of mother’s heart,
nourished, and protected. Her world is small,
but there is enough space to grow, and even, as
the months pass, to stretch and kick, and so to
begin a lifetime of motion. As the fetus
matures, the womb responds, adjusting and
expanding again and again to meet her
changing needs. The womb thus offers a
constantly recalibrated balance of nurture,
security, and freedom that is crucial to healthy
prenatal development. It’s nature’s version of
“just-in-time” care.
5
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As the young child learns to stand and then
walk, he orients himself to a much larger and
yet still spherical environment. The earthly
world is beneath his feet, the starry world above
his head. Life unfolds around the child on every
side. Gradually, the child’s senses open and help
him to engage the world around him.5
The womb is a living metaphor for the
nurturing, developmentally-responsive
environment — at home, at school, and in the
community — that best serves the full range of
children’s needs. Mechanistic models of
education, in contrast, are guided by the dead
metaphor of computer engineering. They see
the child’s mind as a machine that can and
should be both powered up and programmed
into adult levels of operation as quickly as
possible. The fallacy of this premature focus on
cognitive skills, as if they could and should be
singled out for expedited development, is now
evident.
Popular attempts to hurry children
intellectually — such as the trend toward
academic kindergartens — are at odds with the
natural pace of cognitive development. They
also ignore evidence that the natural patterns of
cognitive development are intricately
coordinated with other well-established patterns
of development, in the emotional, social,
sensory, and physiological realms of human
experience.6
Research in many disciplines supports what
attentive parents and teachers have long known
from personal experience: healthy development
is promoted by a balance of freedom, secure
limits, and generous nurturing of the whole
child — heart, body, and soul, as well as head.7
The child grows as an organic whole. Her
emotional, physical, and cognitive development
are inseparable and interdependent. Brain-

imaging studies are instructive on this point.
They indicate that experiences of every kind —
emotional, social, sensory, physical, and
cognitive — all shape the brain, and are shaped
by the brain and by each other. Healthy human
growth, in other words, is profoundly integrated.8
As Bennett L. Laventhal, an expert on child
development and psychiatry at the University of
Chicago, has explained: “There is no longer a
boundary between biology, psychology, culture,
and education.”9

Emotions and the Intellect
Complex intellectual tasks and social
behaviors proceed from a successful integration
of a wide range of human skills, not just a
narrow set of computational and logical
operations. A prime example is the adult
capacity for reasoning itself. Studies of braindamaged patients have demonstrated that
feelings are an essential factor in making rational
decisions. Our feelings guide us in assigning
value to different possibilities, and thus provide
some basis for deciding between them.
Otherwise, no option that life poses could
either attract or repel us, and we would be
stymied by the neutrality of each. In other
words, sheer logic, divorced from human
emotion, is insufficient for assessing the value
— and, therefore, the meaning — of a choice.10
That does not mean, however, that every
human capacity develops at the same pace, in a
lockstep fashion. Far from it. In fact, childhood
patterns of development, including the physical
maturation of the brain and nervous system,
seem to reflect the evolutionary history of
humanity. The brain’s lower centers, controlling
movement, evolved first, followed by the basic
brain structures governing emotion, and finally
by the neural regions that enable the most
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abstract thinking. A rich network of
connections between regions of the brain that
primarily govern emotion and higher-order
thinking allow human feelings to collaborate in
even the most intellectual of tasks.11
Young children make the most dramatic
strides, in terms of nearing their full adult
potential, in their sensory and motor skills, and
the neural regions most related to them.
During the grade school years and beyond,
children continue to progress incrementally in
motor and perceptual skills. But now the most
dramatic gains are in their social and emotional
skills. The brain regions most involved in
emotion near maturation as children refine their
social skills and their capacity to regulate their
own moods and behavior. Finally, after puberty,
the developmental focus within the brain shifts
to the regions of the brain that enable the most
advanced thinking, relying upon abstractions
and critical judgment. Also, a rich network of
neural connections develops between these
areas and brain regions most directly involved in
emotion and movement.
Becoming an adult in our culture corresponds
to the timing of this neural integration of
thinking, feeling, and acting. The most precise
movements of which humans are capable, such as
the hand-eye coordination of a pediatric heart
surgeon, the most nuanced feelings about
feelings, based on mature self-awareness, and the
most creative artistic and scientific achievements
all tend to follow this maturation and integration
of body, heart, and mind.
The biological patterns of brain
development appear to correspond to children’s
patterns of learning. In early childhood, the
child most naturally learns primarily through
energetic use of her whole body in a truly
“hands-on” approach to exploring the world.
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The child makes the most dramatic
sensorimotor gains of her life, from the relative
physical helplessness of the newborn, to the
toddler’s running, jumping, grasping
relationship with the world around her.

The Essential Human Touch
The elementary-age child fine-tunes these
motor skills, as his senses, organs, muscles, and
bones continue to mature. His thinking skills,
of course, are also advancing. But his whole
being is naturally tuned to learn through the
window of feelings, as he makes
correspondingly dramatic gains in emotional
and social development. This is a time for
storytelling, music, creative movement, song,
drama, making things with the hands, practical
and fine arts of every kind — in short, every
educational technology that touches children’s
hearts. They capture children’s imagination,
waken their interest in learning, and serve their
ever-expanding sense of the world around
them. Only around puberty does the child’s
dominant mode for learning finally shift toward
the conscious intellect, as abstract considerations
of logic and cause-and-effect reasoning
gradually begin to hold sway in his mind.12
At every stage, however, studies indicate
that strong emotional rapport with responsible
adults — the human touch — provides support
that is critical in helping children master the
appropriate developmental challenges. Studies
indicate that children’s earliest emotional
experiences actually lay the foundation for later
academic achievement,13 and that children
whose emotional needs were not met in early
childhood benefit greatly from early school
experiences aimed at helping them to develop
the emotional skills that are critical to school
success.14 Studies have also shown that teen-
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The Dangers of
agers who report strong connections with
Premature “Brain” Work
parents and teachers are less likely to drop out
of school, become pregnant, use illegal drugs,
Unfortunately, attention to these basics is
or commit other crimes.15
lacking in many current educational policies and
What matters most, research shows, is
practices. Increasingly, schools are pushing
giving the child rich human interactions, at
young children prematurely into sedentary,
home, at school, and in the community, in
abstract academic work — narrowly conceived
which he receives consistent, loving care from
“brain” work — wired to the most advanced
adults who understand and
information technologies that
What matters most,
honor the general milestones of
the schools can afford. This
re
s
e
a
rch
shows,
is
giving
childhood as well as the unique
approach neglects the actual
the
child
rich
human
interconstellation of gifts — special
cognitive needs of children, as
actions, at home, at school,
talents as well as unusual
well as their emotional and
and in the community.
challenges — and the unique
sensorimotor needs.
variations in developmental
Indeed, it is hard to imagine
pace that each child brings to the world. That
a less promising educational strategy for young
happens when adults calibrate their parenting
children than emphasizing abstract thinking,
and teaching to the child’s developmental needs
fueled by powerful computers. Why? Because
of the moment, while encouraging the child to
research findings across many scientific
grow across the full spectrum of human
disciplines strongly suggests that later
capacities.16
intellectual development is rooted in rich
childhood experiences that combine healthy
This point is so critical that it bears
emotional relationships, physical engagement
repeating: love for each child, respect for the
with the real world, and the exercise of
general developmental patterns of
imagination in self-generated play and in the
childhood, and a sensitive honoring of the
arts. Intense use of computers can distract
unique gifts and developmental variations of
children and adults from these essential
each child provide the strongest scaffolding
experiences.17
for healthy cognitive, emotional, and
Literacy, for example, is inspired and
sensorimotor growth in childhood. Children
reinforced by a genuine emotional rapport
need adults who care about them and care
between the growing child and loving
for them, personally, in ways that are
caregivers — first at home, later in school. The
developmentally appropriate.
nonverbal exchanges between infants or young
The educational implications of this truth
children and adult caretakers are beneficial in
are profound. At the very heart of any
laying the emotional foundations for later
attempt to improve our schools and educate
literacy skills, as are rich verbal exchanges. And
our children should be a recognition of
the critical milestones that child-development
children’s prime needs for close, loving
experts cite as evidence of school readiness all
relationships with caring, responsible adults,
stem from healthy emotional and social
and for developmentally-appropriate care.
attachments in early childhood. These include
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the abilities to focus one’s attention, to form
close relationships with other human beings,
and to communicate with others successfully,
both in terms of expressing one’s self and in
understanding others.18 In kindergarten,
therefore, an emphasis on play and social skills
— not premature pressure to master reading
and arithmetic — seems most likely to prepare
children for later academic success.
Researchers have documented how much
young children learn intuitively through their
bodies, and how this lays a critical foundation
for later conscious comprehension of the world.
The child’s first experience of geometric
relationships and physics, for example, is literally a
visceral one. As she moves herself through space,
she actually begins to “learn” unconsciously in
her body about relationships, shape, size, weight,
distance, and movement — the basis for later
abstract, conscious comprehension.19
Hand-eye coordination seems to be
especially important to later academic
achievement. Evolutionary biologists and
anthropologists posit that the neural pathways
of the brain associated with complex language
skills co-evolved with the hand. Early hand-eye
coordination, they suggest, may actually blaze
the neural pathways that the brain later converts
to “grasp” individual words and “shape” them
into meaningful communication. So the body,
too, is profoundly involved in setting the stage
for later abstract thinking, just as the heart is.20
Parents and teachers need no experts to tell
them about the active energy of children. In the
natural rhythms of human learning, that energy
is not wasted. Young children are prodigious
learners, as their brains rapidly grow. But the
most impressive feats of learning, including
walking and mastering language, are achieved
almost entirely through moving, exploring,
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touching, sensing, and, above all, imitating
others — not as a result of direct instruction
delivered by adults. Later, children become less
imitative. But they still learn about the world
through actively engaging with it, in
imaginative play, games, climbing trees, and
artistic and other hands-on exploration.
Unfortunately, school policies often ignore
the educational impact of suppressing this
natural, kinesthetic mode of learning in young
children. Instead, they impose the adult mode
of seated, intellectually oriented approaches,
such as Internet research. Some schools are
even eliminating recess to provide more time to
drill young students for standardized tests.21
The imaginative element of children’s play
generally first appears about the age of two. It is
inseparable from the sheer physicality of play
and from its emotional and cognitive rewards.
Research points to creative play as the “work”
that exercises and expands the imagination. The
power to generate playfully one’s own images
and to transform them in the mind’s eye,
scientists now theorize, later becomes the
capacity to play with challenging mathematical,
scientific, and cultural concepts in ways that
create new insights. The term “intuitive leap”
neatly captures the childlike play that real
artistic and scientific achievement reflects.22

Learning About the Real World
What the child encounters in the classroom,
as in the broader world, is not just some narrow
band of “information” about reality. It is the
full spectrum of reality itself. The very richness
of this world — its beauty, its pain, its chaos, its
order, its rhythms of change and motion, and
its seemingly infinite possibilities — captivates
and challenges the child to bring his whole
heart, body, mind, and soul to bear to know it,
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and to serve it. The real world, in other words,
motivates the child to learn and to care in ways
no software could replicate. Teachers and
parents who experience a wonder and a
reverence for the world and who model their
love for what they seek to teach can indeed
inspire children to learn. The ultimate subject,
of course, is our real world, especially what’s
most special about our own planet — life itself.
This encounter between child, teacher, and
world is the very stuff of education. The Latin
root of the word “educate” is educare, which
means “to lead out,” as to lead out of darkness
into light. This meeting between child and
world, facilitated by loving parents, teachers,
and other mentors, literally calls forth from the
child her incredible capacities for lifetime growth.
In this encounter, each child mirrors the
history of human evolution, which is increasingly
understood as having been profoundly
integrated. Physical anthropologists increasingly
emphasize that our most human sensorimotor,
emotional, and cognitive capacities were finetuned in an integrated way, “called forth” as it
were, by encounters with environments that
posed specific evolutionary challenges.23
The growing dexterity of the human hand,
for example, is thought to be closely related to
the development of language. So too is each
child’s development integrated. Neural pathways
that primarily relate to physical and emotional
experiences connect to the pathways that enable
abstract thought, which are the last to fully
mature. In this way, different regions of the
brain cooperate, enriching experience and
learning. Children’s sensory development, their
skill in movement, their capacity to pay
attention and to communicate all directly
influence and are influenced by their cognitive
development. And all of these ways of being

human in the world together help to shape the
physical development of the child’s brain in ways
that cannot be neatly dissected from each other.
Children thus need to experience the
fullness of the world around them. Computer
simulations or “content delivery” are poor
substitutes for hands-on lessons — outdoors, if
possible — in botany, zoology, chemistry, and
physics. What young children learn first in their
bodies and later in heartfelt sympathy with
nature does, with time and instruction, later
mature into conscious understanding.
Educational shortcuts that attempt to bypass
the physical and emotional stages of learning
defy science.
The idea that schools should focus primarily
on speeding up the natural trajectory of
children’s cognitive development is at odds with
research findings on human development.
When children’s emotional or physical
development is stunted, their intellects also fail
to thrive.24 Treating young children like small
scholars and overwhelming them with
electronic stimuli that outstrip their sensory,
emotional, and intellectual maturity may
actually be a form of deprivation. It is
reminiscent of failed experiments of the 1960s
in which preschoolers were pushed to learn to
read and write. By the middle of grade school,
they had fallen behind less rushed children in
both academic and social skills.25
Attempts to engineer faster learning in
childhood grew out of military research in the
1950s and 1960s that had nothing to do with
children. The military sought to program
computers to perform complex logical
operations, in part by analyzing how humans
process information. It also sought to apply the
lessons learned about how to “train” machines in
this narrow realm of abstract operations to the
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similarly narrow task of training young adult
physical, and moral — or neglected those
males to operate and maintain computers and
aspects of development all together.26
weapons systems.
A comprehensive look at human
A new discipline, now called cognitive
development, informed by many scientific
science, sprung from those studies. But its
disciplines, clearly demonstrates how foolish it is
research agenda continued for years to be
to pressure teachers to focus exclusively on
driven primarily by the military’s limited range
cognitive skills in the classroom. Human
of interests, in terms of advancing information
development, it turns out, really can’t be
technology for weapons systems and developing
reduced to information processing.
efficient methods for training young adults with
Even in processing information, children do
as few instructors as possible. In time, its
not behave like machines. That’s because
educational focus shifted to cognitive
children, influenced by the culture of their
engineering — attempting to improve the
families, schools, and larger communities,
efficiency and productivity of human learners.
actively bring to their encounters with life a far
Its emphasis was frequently on
wider set of capacities than any
developing generic “problemAgain and again I have
machine embodies. Each child
come to realize that even
solving skills,”often divorced
has a growing body and a rich,
preschool children are
from any context of social
unpredictable inner life, a
constantly trying to comneeds or the personal goals of
unique imagination, and a
prehend
how
they
should
the learners.
growing sense of self-awareness.
think
about
this
gift
of
life
Over time, many
Children don’t just
given them, what they
educational researchers
process data about the world.
should do with it. . .
embraced this informationThey actually experience the
—ROBERT COLES
processing model of human
world. They are constantly
thinking. They were excited by
creating new meaning for
its potential to generate powerful concepts
themselves based on those experiences. They
about the mind’s architecture. Eventually this
are meaning-makers, and the meanings are
model, with its guiding metaphor of the brain
created by the complex encounters with the
as a programmable computer, became broadly
world of their whole selves — bodies, minds,
applied to the basic issues of educating even
hearts, and souls.27
very young children. Researchers tried to identify
Robert Coles of Harvard Medical School
how children’s minds process information, and
has expressed it this way:
then devise methods to increase the speed and
Again and again I have come to realize that
efficiency of those processes. Schools used these
even preschool children are constantly trying to
mechanistic models to try to devise standard
comprehend how they should think about this
gift of life given them, what they should do with
methods to help children construct their own
it. People like me, trained in medicine, often
mental scaffolding for academic subjects. But
emphasize the psychological aspects of such a
they also either applied a narrow, informationphenomenon and, not rarely, throw around
processing approach to every other aspect of
reductionist labels.... In fact, moral exploration,
child development — social, emotional,
not to mention wonder about this life’s various
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mysteries, its ironies and ambiguities, its
complexities and paradoxes — such activity of
the mind and heart make for the experience of
what a human being is: the creature of
awareness who, through language, our
distinctive capability, probes for patterns and
themes, for the significance of things.28
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